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The Return of The King “President”
And No, It’s Not Another SGA Election
The new academic building has been reas-

Let’s Go To The Beach, Beach
Personal Editor for Ninki Minjaj

signed as headquarters for Health Services, now fully
staffed by the souls of students that were signed away

For failing to properly combat the ongoing

so long ago. The BIC and KIC have Voltron-morphed

coronavirus pandemic, Hose-Rulman Thinstitute of

into the Temporary-Hospital-and-Innovation-Center

Hecknawlogy President Robert “Danger Rob” Coons

Center (THICC); construction of The Bridge for con-

now faces impeachment. The only solution to his prob-

nection of the THICC to Health Services has already

lem is one Danger Rob hoped to never see through:

begun. The football field has been reverted to grass as to

teaming up with his mortal enemy, Safety Jim. It is a

overcrowd the sky with pollen and prevent the spread

difficult decision, but it is a necessary one. Former Pres-

of any airborne illnesses. Subway, deemed an essential

ident Dr. James C. “Safety Jim” Conwell, despite his

service, has returned to campus as well.

nefarious plots in committing the safest of crimes, is the

All blades of grass have been sharpened into

only one with a chance of defeating COVID-19. With no

literal blades such that anyone walking across the lawns

other choice, Danger Rob signaled for his foe, now hop-

would be at great risk of injury. To enforce shelter-in-

ing to be a friend.

place, speed bump density has increased ten-fold to

Safety Jim arrived instantly by private helicop-

make it impossible for cars and even Bike Share bikes to

ter after departure from his secret lair, Conwell’s Corner

leave campus. Numerous stop signs now block roads,

(which was just in the attic of the President’s Resi-

forcing the virus to wait at least a few seconds before

dence, since he never actually left). After a long discus-

trying to enter campus. Pub Safe also performs regular

sion and several pleas for help, Safety Jim agreed to fight

patrols on karaoke-powered golf carts as further de-

the coronavirus. In it for him was the admission that he

fense. Punishment for violation of new policies range

was “way cooler than everyone else” and the ability to

from forced attainment of a civil engineering degree to a

build his own very-OSHA-compliant amusement park

permanent revoke of chicken tendie privileges.

Danger Rob, atop the Union, signals for his last
hope : Safety Jim.

Upon the signal and waking from his slumber,
Safety Jim gains access to his secret hand sanitizer reserves and sets out to clean even the dirtiest
of places.

Finally, like a Sherman’s March to the Sea,

attempted to destroy Jim’s final legacy). Such valuable

After obtaining Danger Rob’s credit card num-

Safety Jim has begun a reign of total sanitation. All

resources will be airdropped into Terre Haute, with an

ber, the three digits on the back, and the expiration

funds from the Mission Driven campaign have been real-

atomic cloud of Febreze leading the way to cities be-

month and year, Safety Jim took immediate action. His

located for the purchase of toilet paper. Secret reserves

yond. Safety Jim can save us all from COVID-19, but at

first order was the restoration of the original My.Hose-

of hand sanitizer have been recovered from the campus

what cost? Probably another increase in tuition. But

Rulman site to direct his safety messages through a

water tower (the battle between Danger Rob and Safety

until then, only time will tell to see if the hero we don’t

slightly easier to use format. Soon after, numerous

Jim over the tower has been ongoing, with various cover

want, but need, will prevail.

changes across campus could be seen.

ups like “repainting” and “water main break” while Rob
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Rosie the Elephant Tests Positive
For Being Awesome… and also Coronavirus
Dare Nafair
Expert in Breathing Air

Shock and disbelief spread through
the Rose-Hulman community last weekend
following the announcement that their light -

Rosie the Elephant is in good hands!

hearted and energetic mascot, Rosie the Elephant, had tested positive for COVID-19.
RHIT President Rob Coons broke the news
in a grim My.Rose-Hulman post on Saturday.
Some sources attribute the delayed awareness of this critical situation to the use of

Image Courtesy of Rose-Hulman on Twitter

this embattled website.
While there are over 800,000 confirmed cases worldwide, epidemiologists
have yet to study the effect of the virus on
elephants. For a more personal perspective,
the Thorn secured a phone interview with
Rose’s biggest cheerleader herself. Rosie assured me that though she has “a bit of a
clogged trunk,” she is under the 24-hour expert care of the Union Hospital staff.
She did add that if students, faculty,
and staff were to come together to start a GoFundMe on her behalf, she would not be opposed to the idea. With no large student
gatherings or sports rallies to attend, Rosie
has been unemployed for upwards of three
weeks. Never one to dwell on the negative,
however, the mascot did want to publicly
thank President Trump for the one-time
$1200 stimulus package which, due to our
unmatched healthcare system, was enough to
cover a whole three and a half minutes of hospital care.
Lastly, while her prognosis looks favorable, Rosie stressed that if things were to
take an unexpected turn for the worse, her
final wish would be for the Bon Appetít to
bring back consistent chicken tender days.
The dining service conveniently could not be
reached for comment.
Stay healthy, folks.

Dank Memes
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The Pen is mightier than the sword
but the Coronavirus more so.
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Contagion II: Corona’s Revenge
Coronavirus Gets Everyone That Makes Fun of it
Peter Shepherd
Anglo-Saxon Sheep Farmer
The boy who cried
wolf is a famous tale of a boy
who ironically contracted
the same fate which he made

fun of. It’s supposed to teach
young children that lying
about something or making
fun of it for laughs isn’t the
best course of action and will
likely end up biting you in
the butt. Well, apparently
some people were never told

The true tales of Senator Rand Paul
Source: Definitely not from Molly Knights twitter...

this tale and their jests have

terview booth after a press

Kentucky Republican

tim to the coronavirus gods

been heard by the corona-

conference. Since then at

Rand Paul was also the first

next. I guess all we can really

virus gods. Two of these in-

least 15 other NBA members

to test positive in his respec-

do now is hope that our

dividuals are Rudy Gobert

have contracted COVID-19

tive group, this time being

transgressions go unnoticed

from the NBA’s Utah Jazz,

even after the suspension of

the US Senate. After being

in hopes that this article

and US senator Rand Paul.

the season. One of those 15

one of the few senators who

serves as a warning to those

being

teammate

voted against a coronavirus

who do make fun of it, to

year, Rudy Gobert, was the

Donovan Mitchell. From a

aid bill, working out in a sen-

those who do not fear it for

first NBA player to test posi-

statement released on March

ate gym, and opting out of

the disease it really is. Help

tive for COVID-19 on March

15th, Gobert says he wished

tests after an “abundance of

me, Obi Wan Self Quaran-

11th, which two days prior he

he had taken the coronavirus

caution”, he tested positive

tine, you’re my only hope.

made a “joke” to touch liter-

“more seriously” and has

and can be traced back to the

ally every surface of the in-

since

cause of many of those in-

Pro male athlete of the

Gobert’s

apologized

for

his

prank.

fected in Louisville, KY. The
Mayors

Wife,

Alexandra

Gerassimides, among others
were likely given the disease
from Paul at a black-tie event
in Louisville before he was
officially given a diagnosis.
Because of his arrogance,
many senators are furious
with Paul and rightfully so.
Unfortunately,

with

the current trend and this
publication, everyone from
Donovan Mitchel asking Rudy Gobert, “Where’s the door hole?”
Meme Courtesy of twitter.com/NBAMemes

Page 3: Ok, hear me out
Page 4: So it's about this guy
named Rick.
Page 5: He's a scientist that turns
himself into a pickle.
Page 6: I kid you not, he turns into
a pickle
Page 7: His grandpa, the smartest
guy in the f-ing universe
turns himself into a pickle.

the Thorn is likely to fall vic-

“Everyone
from the
Thorn is
likely to fall
victim to the
coronavirus
gods next”
(Send Help Please)

He’s called ‘Pickle
Rick’

Funniest thing I've ever seen.
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Digital Rosé
RHIT Life from Behind the Screen
Giovanni Boccaccio
World News Poet
Well this certainly isn’t
what we’ve signed up for is it?
Home with your parents and annoying siblings or other relatives
doing the same amount of grueling work every single day. To
make matters worse, even the
weather has been either rainy,
cloudy, or cold if not a combination of the three. This situation
may look rather unappealing at
first glance, but what if we
turned all these unfortunate
events into advantages?
For the first time (maybe
ever?) in Rose-Hulman’s history,
professors and students alike can
go to class without the need for
pants. If you think about it,
what’s stopping profs from making videos while sitting in bed
with a heated blanket in their
PJs? In most videos, from what
I’ve observed, there is no camerato-face interaction, and when
there is, it’s almost always just
their face! Whose to say I’m

wearing pants while writing
this? Whose to say YOU’RE
wearing pants while reading
this? Exactly, sit back and get
comfy because I’ve just begun.
Have you ever been so frustrated with a problem that
you’ve slammed your pencil
down, and aggressively marched
a 5k just to bring you blood pressure down, so you don’t have a
stroke at age 21? No? Ah… well
maybe that’s just me. Anyway,
you know what else really calms
people down? A nice bottle of
Rosé. Now, there is no one to
judge you while you sip straight
from the bottle during “class.”
While this may be frowned upon, Steve Jobs did much harder
things and he turned out to be
extremely successful. Rose and
parents alike want us to be successful, right?
Thirdly, everyone knows
that every major has a very
unique stereotypical lifestyle. A
firsthand example; I am a ME,
one of my two roommates is a

CS. It’s not uncommon for me to
roll out of bed and groggily stroll
to the kitchen only to see an

DA visual representation of my
roommate and I before online
classes
Meme courtesy of Reddit.com u/
SammyAndyy
equally zombified figure make
his way to his room and pass out
for the night day. Under these
unique circumstances, however,
who really cares what time it is
as long as we meet our deadlines? No longer are we bound by
the horrifyingly startling bells of
Rose-Hulman. No longer are we
bound by the laws of “daytime”

and “nighttime.” No longer are
we subject to the judgement of
our peers when we look like we
rubbed a balloon on our shirt
then made all our hair stand up
with its static electricity. The
Rose-Hulman campus is free of
its chains, unbound by natural
law. We. Are. Free!!! Besides the
fact that sunlight is illegal of
course…
Also, in case you missed it,
the spring career fair has NOT
been cancelled. More information has yet to be released,
but we do know it will be held
virtually on April 29th. So, if
you’re still looking for a job just
in case the world doesn’t end in
by this summer, I’d recommend
talking with career services. Of
course, wearing pants is still optional.
The Black Plague is here
Please don’t eat anymore bats
Stay safe and indoors
-Boccaccio (1313-1375)

New Sonic Movie Pleasantly Okay
Yuji Naka
Some Nerd with a Computer

“So there I was, lying in bed,
playing my Sega Dreamcast emulator
on my phone. I was speed running
Sonic Adventures 2, the last good Sonic
game, for probably the tenth time to
break my old record. Suddenly, my
twitter feed and Sonic fandom discord start blowing up. I check it and
lo and behold, the first image of the
live action Sonic movie. I opened the
image, waiting with bated breath in
anticipation of what it might look
like, only for all my hopes and
dreams to be dashed in an instant.”
This was self-proclaimed Sonic
superfan Jack Offerman’s story about
how he first discovered the abominable treatment of his childhood hero
and favorite corporate intellectual
property, Sonic the Hedgehog. Anecdotes like Jack’s were common during the initial marketing cycle for the
then upcoming Sonic the Hedgehog film.
Despite the reportedly high budget
and moderately well-received casting
choices, online fan reaction quickly
turned to vitriol upon first viewings
of the adored blue hedgehog’s silver

screen design.
“I mean, come on. It’s like the
animators never took basic biology.
Everyone KNOWS for a FACT that
hedgehogs legs are at least as long as
their body, their feet are at least a
Men’s Size 14, and they have only one
eyelid.”

How such designs passed
through quality testing or even came
out of an animator’s mind without
immediate resignation from shame is
still unknown to this day. Many fans
reacted poorly to Sonic’s look, and
many death and suicide threats were
made to the studio, director and animators.
After receiving the constructive

millions of dollars spent, was it
worth it?
“It was pretty okay. I really liked
that part where he did the Fortnite
dance and then did the slow motion

feedback from Sonic’s passionate
fanbase, Paramount opted to allow
their animators to redesign Sonic to a
more traditional design.

no ‘sense’ and that I should ‘stop caring so much about a random 80s nostalgic video game character’ but the
movie wasn’t made for him. It was
made for true fans like me.”
After viewing it myself, I find
that I can only concur with Jack and

Almost a year later, Sonic the
Hedgehog finally hit theaters. After
such a delayed schedule, hundreds of
overtime hours by animators and

stuff just like Quicksilver in the Xmen movies” said Jack. “I think it was
about the best I could hope for from
a Sonic movie. My 12 year old brother
said it was ‘lame’ and the plot made

the Sonic fanbase. It was an okay,
not terrible, 6.5/10 film. The perfect
Sonic movie to live up to the franchise’s legacy.
When asked for what he
would have changed about the movie, Jack said that Sonic has a deep
and rich series of stories on DeviantArt, and would have incorporated
more of those elements into the film,
such as his favorite sonic character,
Coldsteel the Hedgehog, known for
hating Kevin Robinson from school
and the catchphrase ‘nothing personnel… kid...”
Sonic the Hedgehog has grossed
over $300 million in the box office to
date, almost $40 million more than
the 92nd Academy Awards Winner
for Best Film, Parasite. It is rumored
to be in the running for the 93rd
Academy Awards nominations for
Best Animated Feature.
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Start a Fortune 500 Company From Your Couch!
Advice on making it big with absolutely minimal work
Gill Bates
Entrepreneur
Extraordinaire

growing fortune? If it’s not,
or if you don’t even have a
couch, it’s time to head over
Gill

to IKEA and find yourself a

Bates, a very well-known en-

sofa. I would personally rec-

trepreneur and definitely not

ommend the Kivik (pictured

the evil doppelganger of an-

below), Söderhamn, or Fri-

other very well-known en-

heten, as well as any of the

trepreneur. We’re all stuck

equivalent sectional versions.

under quarantine for the

Once you’re satisfied and you

foreseeable future, so what

manage to finally build the

better way to pass the time

new throne of your empire,

than to start a company? I

move on to Step Two.

Hello

there,

I’m

hope that this little guide
will help you build a founda-

STEP TWO: Figure out

tion for the next Fortune 500

what the heck you’re even

company, and that it will be-

going to do with this com-

come more successful than

pany

you ever imagined! Without
further ado, let’s get started.

Every Fortune 500 company is part of the Fortune
500 because it has a product

STEP ONE: Find a Couch

or it offers excellent services,

The Automatic Dog Petter
Image courtesy of an Engineer who had more time than anyone at Rose ever did

about that Automatic Dog

thing better than somebody

Petter you came up with that

else has already done it.

one time? If there’s a market
for your product, you’d bet-

STEP THREE: Profit!

ter act really fast because the

It’s entirely possible that

chances are somebody has

you won’t make it past Step

already designed, concepted,

Two, and that’s okay. My

and produced exactly what

company will probably hire

you’ve done and never mind

you. Probably. It depends, I

you should think of some-

suppose. If you are in fact

thing else anyway. An Auto-

successful, congratulations!

matic Dog Petter is not a

Now you can watch as your

good idea. The point is, you

bank balance adds a few ze-

should find something no-

roes to the end, and most

Kivik Sofa

body has ever done, if that’s

likely hopefully doesn’t just

Image courtesy of IKEA.com

even possible. If it isn’t, you

become zero!

You said you wanted to

sometimes even both. Take a

start a Fortune 500 company

look at the top 5: Walmart,

from your couch, right? So

Exxon Mobil, Apple, Berk-

you’ll need a couch! If you

shire Hathaway, and Ama-

already have a couch, there

zon.com. This should already

are some important stand-

tell you that the brick-and-

ards it must satisfy: Is there

mortar

enough room to fit your en-

technology,

tire workforce (you) com-

conglomerate holding, and

fortably? Is it sturdy enough

online shopping sectors are

to support said workforce as

already too crowded for you.

well

soon-to-be-

This is where you’re going to

immense weight of your

need to be creative. What

as

the

retail,

should try just doing some-

petroleum,

multinational

Stonk man telling you your pockets will never be empty again
Image courtesy of the anti global economy

In 1665, the University of Cambridge temporarily closed
due to the bubonic plague. Isaac Newton had to work
from home, and he used this time to develop calculus and
the theory of gravity. So, it’s my opinion, that you should
do something productive. —Abraham Lincoln
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Tokyo Olympics Postponed
Sandra Collins
Olympic Author
The 2020 Summer Games, postponed
because of the coronavirus pandemic,
would start July 23, 2021, under a plan
organizers are considering.
The International Olympic Committee
and Japanese organizers bowed to
widespread pressure among athletes,
sports federations and national Olympic committees and on Tuesday agreed
to postpone the Games to 2021 but left
the new date in question. The opening
ceremony of the Games had been scheduled for July 24.
The International Olympic Committee
said a final decision could come in
weeks, but it is now much more likely
to be announced earlier, according to
the people, who spoke on condition of
anonymity because of guidance issued
by the International Olympic Committee. The Japanese state broadcaster
NHK on Saturday also reported the July
23, 2021, date as the new target.
The International Olympic Committee
will convene an emergency meeting of
its decision-making executive board on
Sunday to discuss the decision. But it

means the Games will still take place
during Tokyo’s hottest time of the year,
an issue that was already causing worry
and complications. The Olympic marathon was moved to a northern, cooler
city after an outcry, and organizers had
planned several steps to try to keep fans
and competitors cool.
On a call within the past week with
Thomas Bach, the International Olympic Committee president, some federations, including those representing
swimming, table tennis, triathlon and
equestrian, had voiced a preference to
hold the Olympics in the spring. That,
though, would have led to a clash with
the seasons for major soccer leagues and
many of the richest U.S. sports leagues.
The International Olympic Committee
also wanted to be sure to steer clear of
the European soccer championships,
which are being moved to 2021 and usually take place in June.
“You may have world championships in
consecutive years where we wouldn’t
normally have had that,” he said. “But
for athletics, it’s not such a bad thing.
To go from 2021 Olympic Games into
two editions of the world championships, ’22 — possibly ’22 — ’23 we’re in

Image courtesy of essentialsports.com
Budapest, and then into the Olympic
Games in Paris in ’24.
“It would offer athletics center stage at
a very public point of the year,” he added. “So let’s look at it from a slightly
optimistic way of being able to punch
our sport into the homes of many more
people over a four-year consecutive cycle.”
Bach, who has endured much criticism
over his handling of the coronavirus
crisis, described reorganizing the games
as a challenge that would pay off.
Among the issues organizers face are
contracts worth billions of dollars with
broadcast partners and sponsors as well

as how to secure venues and maintain
key infrastructure that would need to
be mothballed for an extra year.
“A Game has never been postponed
before,” Bach said. “We have no blueprint, but we are nevertheless confident
we can put a beautiful jigsaw puzzle
together and will then in the end have a
wonderful Olympic Games.”
The traditional July-August date means
the International Olympic Committee
will likely be able to call on the presence of top players from the worlds of
soccer, tennis and golf, some of the biggest names in global sport and a big
attraction for television audiences.

ESPN2: “The Ocho”
The Defining 24 Hours of Sports
Peter La Fleur
Average Joe
ESPN's "The Ocho" is a reference to the 2004 sports comedy
“Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story.”
ESPN started the tradition in 2017, airing the first 24-hour marathon on Aug.
8, to highlight some of the more obscure
sports in the United States and across
the world.
ESPN's "The Ocho" lineup
started at midnight on Sunday, March
22 and ran for 24 hours. ESPN8 is not
an actual channel; the network rebrands ESPN2 as "The Ocho" during the
marathon. There is never a bad time to
celebrate creativity and athletes at the
top of their sport, no matter how weird
or obscure it might be. Every day is the
perfect day to test the boundaries of
what is considered a "sport."
Midnight: Johnsonville ACL
Cornhole Championships: 2020 Kickoff
Battle landing bags on the cornhole
board and occasionally sinking one in
the hole may be enough to steal a victory at your family cookout, but not in the
American Cornhole League. There are
more than 30,000 active players in the
ACL and 122 professionals. The pros
have mastered the ability to land "four
baggers" (all four bags through the hole)
on every turn.
4 a.m.: U.S. Open Ultimate
Championships: No, not golf. Think
championship major, but for another
sport. Just don't call it Frisbee. Ultimate
is a 7-on-7 sport played with a flying
disc and points are scored by catching
the disc in the opponent's end zone.
Ultimate is unique in that it uses "selfofficiating," so dust up on your conflict
resolution skills.
6 a.m.: 2019 Spikeball College
Championship: If you've played volleyball, you know you can't hit the ball
more than three times before putting it
over the net. The same rules apply in the
sport known as roundnet, but the goal

is to bounce the 12-inch ball off the net - not over it.
7:30 a.m.: Putt Putt Championships: PGA tour cards are not needed to
join the US ProMiniGolf Association,
which hosts the US Open and Master's
tournaments annually. USPMGA Hall
of Famer Greg Newport won last year's
Master's for the second time since the
12-round tournament was established in
1998.
8 a.m.: 2019 IDEAL Electricians
National Championship: There's no
dodging wrenches at the IDEAL Electricians National Championship in Orlando, where the best professional and apprentice electricians compete for the
title of best electrician in America. In
2018, 37,000 electricians competed in
regional competitions, but only 168
made it to Orlando. The relay and individual competitions showcase the finest
tradespeople in the industry and are
nothing short of ... electric.
9:30 a.m.: 51st National Stone
Skipping Competition: The best games
are the free ones, so thank Mother Nature for stone skipping. Nearby lakes
are usually a nice option to practice the
art of skipping stones like the professionals, who compete each year for the
Grand Hotel Goblets. In case you were
wondering how you stack up to the
best, the world record is 88 skips, set by
Kurt "Mountain-Man" Steiner.
Noon: 2006 Krystal World
Hamburger Eating Championship:
Burgers from this Southern fast-food
chain are small, square sliders sized
perfectly for copious consumption. Joey
Chestnut holds the record of 103 burgers in 8 minutes. He's the only competitor in the five-year history to cross the
100-burger threshold -- known as the
Double Tre Double Deuce.
3 p.m.: 2019 Stupid Robot
Fighting League: Don't ever let anybody
disparage your junk drawer and the
things you hoard in it. You never know
what could be the clobbering arm for

Image courtesy of a3.espncdn.com
your next Stupid Robot! Fighters try to
pound their opponents into extinction
from wooden rods attached to the robot's arms and legs. There are no weight
or height restrictions, so they can use
whatever they want to make their robot
come to life.
3:30 p.m.: 46th Annual Cherry
Pit Spitting Championship: Why throw
out the pits of your cherries when you
can save them for spitting at your annual family barbecue? Professionals gather
every year to compete at the TreeMendus Fruit Farm in Eau Claire,
Michigan, with the simple goal of spitting a pit as far as they can. The only
rules are you can't step over the line or
use your hands to pop extra force into
your cheeks.
5 p.m.: 2018 Classic Tetris
World Championship: While you
watch this tile-matching puzzle classic,
study the habits of the master, Jonas
Neubauer. The seven-time Classic
Tetris champion holds the record for
fastest player ever to hit the maximum
score of 999,999, reaching it in 25.22
levels.
5:30 p.m.: E:60 on ESPN8 Presented by Liberty Mutual: This special
Ocho episode includes frog jumping,
catfish hunting, Japanese monster wrestling and cheese rolling, to name a few.
7:30 p.m.: 2019 Jelle's Marble

Runs: Think of Olympic sports, but
replace athletes with marbles. Created
by Jelle and Dion Bakker, brothers from
The Netherlands, the sport of executing
marble disciplines is broadcasted on
their YouTube channel that satirically
mocks the actual Olympics, complete
with play-by-play from American commentator Greg Woods. Perhaps most
riveting is the Sand Rally, where eight
marbles race toward the finish line
down a twisting, turning beach track.
8 p.m.: Slippery Stairs: College
Tour Slippery stairs is exactly what it
sounds like -- a bunch of people trying
to climb up steps covered in slippery
stuff. The event that first begin making
the rounds on Japanese game shows
around 2016 went viral on social media
in late 2017 for its built-in slapstick
hilarity.
9:30 p.m.: Dodge Juggle 3
Sure, you can juggle, but can you do it
while an opponent is hurling a rubber
ball at you? That's the name of the game
in Dodge Juggle. In a 1-on-5 format, the
dodgeball thrower has one minute to
take out the jugglers by destroying their
juggling patterns. In isolated one-onone, a three-club juggler and a dodgeball wielder are separated by 50 feet.
The dodgeball chucker also has a minute and unlimited balls to attempt to
take out the juggler.
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March Jobs Report Boasts
Largest Hiring Spike in
Nearly 7 Years
A recent jobs report out this week showed a burst of
hiring — the largest in almost seven years — with
almost 100 adjunct faculty added across departments at
Hose-Rulman, Humane Resources reported.

Things Professors Definitely,
Absolutely, Rest Assured, No
Doubt About It, Totally Do
While Teaching Remotely
 Definitely never sleep until 8 or 9

In an effort to bring about an unprecedented switch to
completely online classes, Hose-Rulman has obtained
the services of 97 new adjunct faculty to aid in the
delivery of content, grading assignments, and especially
snuggling and receiving petsies.

 Definitely not until 10

When asked how Hose could afford such a large increase
in faculty Dean Wuss Rarley replied that the added
costs were almost negligible, stating that “Most of them
are literally willing to work for table scraps.” Rarley also
said that although Hose-Rulman respects the rights of
its employees to engage in collective bargaining, the
contracts were all negotiated individually. “An early
meeting to discuss the possible formation of a teacher’s
union resulted in everyone fighting like cats and dogs,”
he added.

 Definitely never nap after playing hours of video games

 Definitely bathe every day
 Definitely shave something every day
 Definitely never play hours of video games during the day

 Definitely always keep kids on task for homeschooling and never
substitute it with six hours of free iPad time
 Definitely never visit NSFW sites
 Definitely never have Lucky Charms for dinner
 Definitely never have Lucky Charms for lunch
 Definitely drink only coffee with maybe a little cream or sugar
during the day and definitely never spike it with bourbon
 And definitely nor VODKA

The consensus among full time faculty is that their new  Definitely always adhere to Hose-Rulman’s branding Guidelines
helpers have been invaluable. “Libby has been a
for fonts, spacing, PMS color schemes, and logo usage while
producing online content.
lifesaver,” says Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering Payne Wadget. “She can be a little sarcastic  Definitely never surreptitiously check social media while video
conferencing
sometimes, but she is very attentive and never fills up
my inbox with junk. The litterbox is a different story,
 Definitely wear pants during video conferencing
though.”

 Definitely never pret…like you’r… … reaking up, I can’t he.. ou… to
avoit answer… hard questio…. while video conferencing

Reception among the student body has been equally
 Definitely never pretend the computer screen freezes during video
warm and fuzzy. During Zoom meetings the new
conferencing
adjuncts’ presence on webcam alongside their human
counterparts has universally brought about smiles and
 Definitely never try to pull off ^number 17^ after realizing the
ceiling fan has been on the whole time
cheers among students. This is despite the fact that their
virtual whiteboard penmanship is generally horrible due
to lack of opposable thumbs.

Welcome the Professional
Educators To School

Pictures of some our of distinguished adjunct additions
can be found in the “ Welcome the Professional
Educators To School” section.

Pika & Rai
Dr. Chiu

Blaze
Dr. Padget

Ameeka
Dr. Cloutier

Buzz
Dr. Yoder
Jynx
Dr. Ludovici

Bella
Dr. Evans

Dan
Dr. Watt
Khaleesi
Dr. Boulware

Haywood
Dr. Livingston

Makucha
Dr. Devasher

Bella & Sammy
Dr. Stouder

Benjamin
Dr. Thom
Pearl
Dr. Reizman

DISCLAIMER: Anything that you see on this page, the Flipside, can be taken to be false information, with exception to the Wacky Prof an d Heard
‘Round Campus. Anything that is not attributed to a specific author can be assumed to be written by me, Matthew Supp. If you have any questions,
comment, or content, do not hesitate to reach out to Matthew Supp, the Flipside Editor, at <suppmg@rose -hulman.edu>
Thank you for reading!

